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Abstract: Fusarium basal rot (FBR) of onion, caused by the soil-borne fungus Fusarium oxysporum f.sp.
cepae (FOC), results in a substantial storage loss of marketable bulbs. Seedling and field screening
methods, which were used to generate FBR resistant long-day and intermediate-day onion cultivars,
were found to be ineffective at increasing FBR resistance in short-day onion cultivars. This study
attempted to improve the FBR resistance of seven commercial short-day onion cultivars and two
check cultivars when evaluated at their mature bulb stage. Mature bulbs were artificially inoculated
with 1 cm diameter potato dextrose agar plugs containing conidia of a virulent FOC isolate, CSC-515,
at a concentration of 3 × 104 spore mL−1, after transversely cutting the basal plate tissue. Incubated
bulbs, which had few or no FBR symptoms, were selected after 20 d using visual scoring, from 1 (no
disease) to 9 (>70% basal plate is infected), and combined in seed production cages to produce the
selected generation of a cultivar. Multiple cycles of phenotypic recurrent selection were conducted,
and the resultant populations were compared with their respective original populations for FBR
severity and incidence, from 2016 to 2019, using the same conidial inoculation method. A variable
amount of progress was achieved in reducing FBR severity and incidence in the seven cultivars,
with maximum improvement in the most advanced selected populations. FBR development in the
advanced selected populations differed between mature bulbs of each entry and was influenced by
yearly environmental variation. The progress of FOC infections was slower in resistant bulbs when
compared to susceptible bulbs. These results indicated a partial or quantitative resistance against
FBR. The partial FBR resistant cultivar populations could be used to develop synthetic short-day FBR
resistant cultivars after multi-locational and multi-seasonal field trials. These populations could also
be used to study the mechanism(s) of FBR resistance in onion, which has yet to be determined.

Keywords: Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. cepae; disease incidence; disease severity; partial resistance;
quantitative resistance

1. Introduction

Fusarium basal rot (FBR), which results in a substantial loss of onions around the
world, is caused by the soil-borne saprophytic fungus Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. cepae (FOC).
Crop rotation with non-host crops and the usage of soil fumigants to counteract FOC has
become challenging due to limited land availability, associated cost, and the detrimental
effect on beneficial soil microorganisms [1–5]. Therefore, the development of FBR resistant
cultivars is a viable alternative to withstand FOC attack in a monocropping system and
to circumvent conventional disease control approaches. Even though seedling and field
growth stages have been widely used for the selection of disease resistant plants, disease
expression in mature bulbs has only been used to evaluate the resistance response [6–11].
Selection during the seedling and the field growing stages would not be effective if dormant
FOC causes significant damage during storage under favorable disease development
conditions [6]. Selection of FBR resistant germplasm, which depends exclusively on natural
field inoculation, has failed to produce significant selection gain [7,8] most likely due to
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nonuniform FOC distribution in evaluation fields [12], resulting in unreliable host-pathogen
interactions and, subsequently, disease escape. One primary reason why improving mature
bulb FBR resistance was overlooked is due to the absence of any reliable mature bulb
screening method other than field screening. To bridge that gap, the onion breeding
program at New Mexico State University (NMSU, Las Cruces, NM, USA) has recently
developed a conidial inoculation method for mature onion bulbs that produces ample
FOC infection in the basal plate tissue of genetically different cultivar populations and
eliminates the possibility of any disease escape. This method could replace field screening
as a more effective means of selecting FBR resistant onion bulbs [9].

In the past, seedling screening was used heavily to improve FBR resistance in long-day
(LD) and intermediate-day onion cultivars [6,10,13]. However, to date, no improvement
was observed for short-day (SD) cultivars [8]. The transfer of FBR resistance among the
different day-length types is restricted due to the day-length specificity of onion to produce
marketable bulbs [14]; the variation in isolate virulence in different geographical regions
with similar day-lengths [15]; and the high genotype x isolate interaction to produce
variable FBR susceptible phenotypes [16]. Moreover, besides photoperiodic sensitivity
and isolate variation, age-related expression of FBR resistance has contributed to a lack
of improvement in mature bulb resistance when using a seedling screening for SD culti-
vars [8,17]. While the molecular basis of resistance against FOC is still unknown in onion,
age-dependent expression of Fusarium root rot and Fusarium head blight resistant genes
were observed in another monocot, wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) [18]. Even though, FBR
disease expression at the seedling and mature bulb stages differs in SD cultivars [8,17],
this is not the case for LD cultivars. Studies evaluating moderate to highly FBR resistant
LD onion cultivars, such as Ailsa Craig Prizewinner, Hystar, Akgün, and Rossa Savonese,
revealed that resistance in the seedling stage was a good indicator of mature bulb FBR
resistance [10,19]. This difference in resistance profiles between SD and LD cultivars could
be attributed to environmental variation, which is known to affect quantitative rather
than qualitative resistance traits [20]. Genotype x isolate x day-length interaction was
observed to create differing resistance responses to contrasting day-length regimes for a
set of standard clones, known to produce non-race-specific quantitative resistance against
potato late blight [21]. Since FBR resistance is a quantitative resistance [22] and no specific
race was found for this disease, the discrepancy of resistance response between different
day-length types could be due to photoperiod, along with age.

Synthetic cultivars with a few known sources of resistance were used extensively in
FBR resistance breeding in the past [13], which could be easily overcome through mutation
in the pathogen [23]. Therefore, composite cultivars with multiple sources of resistance
could provide durable resistance against FBR. Improving commercially available composite
cultivars of onion, with the aid of recurrent selection, could save a considerable amount of
time. In cross-pollinated crops, recurrent selection has long been used as a valuable tool to
improve intrapopulation breeding gains by increasing the frequency of desirable alleles
of quantitative trait loci (QTL) via repeated cycles of selection [24]. Multiple economic
traits of onion, such as desirable bulb and outer scale characteristics [25], pungency [26],
and disease resistance, including FBR and pink root resistance [6,25,27], were improved
via this technique. As pink root was reported to be correlated with FBR, with varying
susceptibility among New Mexican onion cultivars, we, therefore, hypothesized that the
same cultivars should also vary for their FBR susceptibility. Additionally, past field studies
involving NMSU onion breeding populations indicated mature bulb FBR severity and
incidence were moderately heritable traits [25]. Consequently, our second hypothesis was
that under uniform disease pressure created by the conidial inoculation [9], with a few
generations of phenotypic recurrent selection, there would be a reduction in the mature
bulb FBR severity and incidence of the short-day onion cultivars. This study’s objectives
were to determine the level of FBR susceptibility of the parent populations of seven New
Mexico autumn-sown, Grano-type, short-day onion cultivars and two check cultivars; and
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to assess the improvements in reducing FBR severity and incidence at the mature bulb
stage after two cycles of phenotypic recurrent selection using a conidial inoculation.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant Material

Seven New Mexico autumn-sown, Grano-type, short-day, open-pollinated onion
cultivars were used for this study. The cultivars were NuMex Camino [9,28], NuMex
Sweetpak [9,29], NuMex Chaco [9,30], NuMex Mesa [9,31], NuMex Crispy [9,32], NuMex
Vado [9,33], and NuMex Luna [9,33]. These cultivars are genetically different from each
other, except for NuMex Vado and NuMex Luna, which are closely related [9]. These
cultivars showed less FBR incidence in field trials [34–36], and are tolerant or resistant to a
FBR correlated fungal disease, pink root (Phoma terrestris E.M. Hans.) [6]. Two additional
cultivars, NuMex Crimson [37] and Serrana (Monsanto Vegetable Seeds, Woodland, CA,
USA) were included in this study as the susceptible and partially resistant checks, respec-
tively, to validate disease development and to compare the FBR susceptibility performance
of the selected cultivar populations.

2.2. Selection of Mature Bulbs for FBR Resistance

Seeds of the cultivars were grown in raised beds (5.5 m × 0.56 m), arranged in a
randomized complete block design with four replications, starting from September 2015.
Standard cultural practices for growing onions in southern New Mexico were followed [34].
Direct seeding was done in two or four rows per bed, and 10 cm plant-to-plant distance was
established at the 4–5 vegetative leaves stage. Subsurface drip irrigation system (T-Tape;
T-Systems International, San Diego, CA, USA) was used at a depth of 10 cm for irrigation,
and to apply fish fertilizer (2 N-3 P-1 K; Neptune’s Harvest, Gloucester, MA, USA) and
acid-based liquid fertilizer (26 N-0 P-0 K-6 S; Western Blend, Inc., Las Cruces, NM, USA).
The crops were overwintered to produce mature bulbs the following summer.

During the summer months (May–August), when the tops of 80% of the crop were
lodged, mature bulbs were harvested and stored in a well-ventilated shed. In the shed,
phenotypic recurrent selection was performed to improve FBR resistance of the cultivar
populations by artificially inoculating mature bulbs with conidia of the virulent FOC iso-
late CSC-515. This is one of the local isolates from NMSU Fabian Garcia Science Center
that has the ability to separate FBR susceptible and resistant individuals efficiently and
was recommended for future screening of FBR resistant germplasm [16]. The detailed
methods of conidial inoculation of the FBR resistant populations were published previ-
ously [9]. In this study, transversely-cut (≈0.25–0.30 mm) basal plate tissue of mature
onion bulbs were inoculated with potato dextrose agar plugs, containing conidia at a
concentration of 3.0 × 104 spores mL−1, and kept in high humidity (≈85%) conditions for
24 h. After an incubation period of 20 days, the basal plates of each bulb were transversely-
cut (≈0.25–0.30 mm) again to rate for FBR disease development visually. Bulbs rated 9
(>70% of the basal plate was infected) were discarded, and the rest of the bulbs were kept
until the end of their storage [9,38].

2.3. Seed Production and Creating Selected Population

In the autumn, after the end of storing period (September), bulbs that survived the heavy
infestation were massed in a seed production cage (20 m length × 3 m width × 2 m height)
covered with polyester fabric nets to prevent cross-pollination. During the flowering
time in May, when the umbels opened, European honeybees (Apis mellifera L.) and blue
bottle flies (Calliphora vomitoria L.) were used for pollination in each cage. Mature umbels
were harvested when the seed capsules turned brown. This completed the end of one
seed-to-seed cycle.
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With regards to the pedigree of the parental populations and their selections, C0, or
cycle-0, was the parental populations of each cultivar and was selected in 2015 to produce
two intermediate, or cycle-1, populations, C11 (Cycle-1-Population-1) and C12 (Cycle-
1-Population-2) (Figure 1). C21 (Cycle-2-Population-1) and C22 (Cycle-2-Population-2)
were the two advanced, or cycle-2, populations, selected in 2017 from the C11 and C12
populations, respectively (Figure 1). For the two checks, the C1, or cycle-1, populations
were selected from the C0 populations in 2015.
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Figure 1. Pedigree showing the selected populations; the method of selection; and the years of
selection and evaluation for each cultivar. For this study, C0, or cycle-0, was considered as the parent
population in each cultivar and the checks. FBR severity and incidence of the C0 populations were
compared to that of the three cycle-1 selected populations, C11 (Cycle-1-Population-1), C12 (Cycle-
1-Population-2), and C1 (Cycle-1 population for the checks); and two cycle-2 selected populations,
C21 (Cycle-2-Population-1), and C22 (Cycle-2-Population-2), which were all originated from the C0
populations after a conidial inoculation.

2.4. Evaluations of Mature Bulbs for FBR Disease Development

Seven cultivars, two checks, and their selected populations were evaluated for their
FBR resistance during the summer months in New Mexico from 2016 to 2019 (Figure 1).
Mature bulbs were grown on raised beds and all the cultural practices were the same
as described in the previous sections. After 80% lodging of the plant tops, bulbs were
harvested and stored in a well-ventilated shed for four weeks to allow for any natural
FBR development [8]. Non-symptomatic bulbs were evaluated for their FBR resistance by
utilizing the conidial inoculation method. Twenty bulbs from each plot were evaluated for
FBR severity and incidence by assessing the progress of FBR symptoms in the basal plate
tissue and the percentage of inoculated bulbs exhibiting FBR symptoms, respectively [9,38].

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis was performed using SAS® Studio in a web-based environment
called SAS® OnDemand for Academics (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Cultivar
means of FBR severity and incidence were calculated from mean plot severity and the
incidence of twenty bulbs per plot (one replication). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests
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were used to compare these cultivar means, as they are used routinely for screening
resistance germplasm for biotic and abiotic stresses [39–41]. The assumptions of normality
and homogeneity of variance were checked using PROC univariate and PROC GLM
hovtest statements (squared residuals, absolute values of residuals, and Brown-Forsythe
tests), respectively.

Linear mixed models were constructed for each cultivar and analyzed using a PROC
MIXED statement to observe the main and interaction effects of the selected populations,
years, and blocks (replications) on the FBR severity and incidence.

yi(j)kl = µi(j) + αi(j) + βi(j)k + ril(k) + αβi(j)k + αri(j)l + βrkl + αβri(j)kl + ei(j)kl

Here, yi(j)kl is the mean plot observation of FBR severity or incidence of the ith
population of the jth cultivar from the lth block in the kth year; µi(j) is the global mean
of the ith cultivar population nested within the jth cultivar; αi(j) is the effect of the ith
population of the jth cultivar; βi(j)k is the effect of the ith cultivar population in the kth
year; ril(k) is the effect of the ith cultivar population in the lth replicate nested within the
kth year; αβi(j)k is the interaction effect of the ith population of the jth cultivar in the
kth year; αri(j)l is the interaction effect of the ith population of the jth cultivar in the lth
replication; βrkl is the interaction effect of the kth year and lth replication; αβri(j)kl is the
interaction effect of the ith population of the jth cultivar in kth year and lth replication; and
ei(j)kl is the unexplained or residual error. In the mixed models, population, year and their
interaction were considered as fixed effects, while the rest of the terms were considered as
random effects. Pair-wise comparisons with contrast statement were made to assess the
improvement of reducing FBR severity and incidence of the selected populations.

3. Results
3.1. Sources of Variance

Cultivar populations varied significantly in FBR severity and incidence, suggesting
that selections created more variations for the parameters in some cultivars than the others
(Supplementary Tables S1–S3). Significant year and year × population interactions for
FBR severity and incidence indicated that the two parameters were equally influenced by
environmental factors.

3.2. New Mexico Short-Day Cultivars Varied in Mature Bulb FBR Susceptibility

The variable mean annual FBR severities and incidences were obtained for the parental
or C0 populations, with the lowest ones recorded for NuMex Camino with 5.6 and 65.4%,
respectively (Figure 2a and Supplementary Figure S1). NuMex Vado (mean annual severity
of 7.8 and incidence of 87.9%) and NuMex Luna (mean annual severity of 8.6 and incidence
of 96.5%) C0 populations were found to be very susceptible, similar to the susceptible
check, NuMex Crimson (Figure 2b and Supplementary Figure S1).

3.3. Lower FBR Severity and Incidence Observed for Selected Populations

A variable amount of progress was realized for improving FBR resistance of the in-
termediate and the advanced selected populations of the checks and the seven cultivars
(Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S1). The reductions of the mean annual FBR severity
for NuMex Crimson and Serrana were 37.5% and 30.7%, respectively (Figure 2b). Greater
improvement was observed in the advanced selected populations of NuMex Sweetpak,
NuMex Chaco, NuMex Crispy, and NuMex Vado (Figure 2a). For instance, mean annual
FBR severities of the NuMex Vado C11 and C21 populations were 18.7% and 48.3% lower,
respectively, compared to that of the C0 population (Figure 2a). Even though severity and
incidence were correlated in most of the cases in the present study (Figure 2 and Supple-
mentary Figure S1), several C21 and C22 populations of NuMex Sweetpak, NuMex Chaco,
NuMex Crispy, and NuMex Vado exhibited a lower FBR severity than the susceptible
NuMex Crimson population, but higher disease incidences than its selected population C1,
which showed the least FBR severity in our trials (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Partial FBR resistance of the C21 populations of four cultivars, NuMex Sweetpak, NuMex
Chaco, NuMex Crispy, and NuMex Vado, characterized by lower FBR severity than susceptible check
population, NuMex Crimson C0, and higher FBR incidence than the selection, NuMex Crimson C1,
in the 2019 season.

Apart from interpopulation variance, intrapopulation variance in FBR severity and
incidence was also observed for the selected populations. For example, standard deviations
of the NuMex Crispy C21 population were 2.07 (2018) and 1.61 (2019) (Figure 4a); and that
of the NuMex Vado C21 population were 1.12 (2018) and 0.56 (2019) (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. Box plots showing intrapopulation variance of FBR severity as a result of selection in (a)
NuMex Crispy and (b) NuMex Vado. Each entry was tested in a randomized complete block design
with four replications. A mean population FBR severity, which is indicated by a yellow dot, was
calculated over eighty bulbs, i.e., twenty per replication. Each boxplot is divided equally into four
groups, viz., upper and lower whiskers (comprising the highest and lowest 25% severities); and
upper and lower quartiles (comprising the middle 50% and median severities).

4. Discussion
4.1. FBR Susceptibility of the New Mexico Short-Day Onion Cultivars and Their Selections

Original populations of the seven onion cultivars demonstrated medium to high
mature bulb FBR severity and incidence compared to the susceptible check that coin-
cides partially with their field performances during past evaluations. As an example,
NuMex Mesa exhibited less FBR susceptibility than either NuMex Vado or NuMex Luna
(Figure 2a) [42–44]. Genetic differences of the cultivar’s FBR susceptibility originated from
their multiple parents during development, and could not reflect properly when plants
were evaluated directly in the field due to the uneven field distribution of the FOC isolates,
microbial antagonism, suppressive soils formation, and the lower amount of FOC isolates
in natural conditions [8,12,45]. In contrast, differential expressions of inherent FBR resis-
tance were possible via a conidial inoculation method due to initial high humidity and
removal of the outer basal plate layer, which mimics the natural inoculation conditions of
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an extensive period of wet soil during excessive rainfall [46] and natural wounds or cracks
formed due to bulb growth expansion or abiotic stress [9], respectively.

A lower FBR susceptibility after a single cycle of selection, as observed for the two
checks, demonstrated the superiority of the conidial inoculation over field inoculation [7,8]
to improve FBR resistance in mature bulbs. This improvement in FBR resistance was
expected as this trait is heritable and responded well to recurrent selection in the past [25].
Lesser FBR severity and lower incidence with successive generations of selection was an
indication of additive inheritance of the major and minor genes, which confers quantitative
FBR resistance in cultivated onion [8,17,47–50]. Expression of the genes depends upon
the stage of plant growth [8,17,50], genetic backgrounds of cultivars or inbreeds [48,49,51],
and environmental variation [50], which cumulatively explained the yearly variation of
FBR severity and incidence observed in the present and past variety trials [25,38]. With
successive selection cycles, we expected to reduce the intrapopulation variability of the
resistant lines, which is inevitably due to the high outcrossing nature of this crop, resulting
in a variable distribution of the resistance genes among the individuals in a population [52].

4.2. FBR Resistance Is Partial or Quantitative in Nature

In this study, FBR severity and incidence were both found to be major factors of
resistance against FOC and were highly correlated (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figure S1).
Incidence of vascular wilt pathogens, like Fusarium, is largely modulated by physical
defense restricting its spread to xylem vessels [53]. This was demonstrated in onion when
intact dry outer basal plate tissue of mature bulbs resulted in minimal infection upon
artificial inoculation [9]. Once the physical defense was breached, a chemical defense was
initiated to inhibit pathogen growth in the xylem vessels [53], which could explain the
slower disease progression in the advanced selected C21 populations of NuMex Sweet-
pak, NuMex Chaco, NuMex Crispy, and NuMex Vado (Figure 3), as also observed in
earlier studies [6]. Slowing the rate of disease progression is a characteristic symptom of
partial, incomplete or horizontal resistance, and a result of multiple factors acting quantita-
tively [54]. Identification of seven homologs of Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici, secreted
in Xylem sap (SIX) genes, code for pathogenic effector proteins in FOC [55], indicating
that the defense response of onion against FOC should be effector-triggered immunity,
which results in an array of proteins and metabolic changes in xylem [53]. Upregulation
of the pathogenesis-related (PR) protein genes, which provide the basal defense against
Fusarium, is triggered by the early signaling of salicylic acid, calcium ions, and phosphatidic
acids, followed by systematic expression of the defense genes induced by jasmonic acid
and ethylene signaling [53,56]. Omics analyses revealed the production of phytoalexins,
mycotoxin detoxification enzymes, cell wall fortification, and programmed cell death by
reactive-oxygen species (ROS) as some of the other ways plants work to contain the vertical
and lateral growth of Fusarium pathogens inside xylem vessels [53,56]. In a recent study
of shallot (Allium cepa L. var. aggregatum G. Don), a closely related Allium of cultivated
onion, steroidal saponins, alliospiroside A and alliospiroside B, were shown to be the pri-
mary method of protection against soil-borne fungi by causing mitochondrial membrane
damage using ROS [57]. A follow-up study revealed the role of cytochrome P450, UDP-
glucosyltransferases, and beta-glucosidase protein encoding genes in FBR defense [58].
Different amounts and distribution of these resistance genes and their alleles in the cul-
tivar populations could explain the non-race specific, quantitative, and environmentally
influenced resistance against FBR, similar to Fusarium head blight (FHB) resistance of
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) (Supplementary Tables S1–S3, Figure 2, and Supplementary
Figure S1) [16,59]. As observed for FHB, a high correlation between FBR severity and
incidence also indicates that the resistance genes for the two parameters could overlap
to confer resistance against FOC, as a single FBR resistant QTL could produce multiple
resistance expressions [59].

Even though the genotypic effect of FBR resistance QTLs is still unknown [22], the
impact of selection could be equally predicted by the moderate heritability of this pheno-
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type among the NMSU lines [25,60]. The lack of improvement in FBR resistance for the
NuMex Camino, NuMex Mesa, and NuMex Luna selected populations (Figure 2a and
Supplementary Figure S1) could be due to small changes in gene frequency that result in
slower gain per selection [61,62]. One apparent reason for the lack of progress is a lower
frequency of desired alleles in the parental populations, which could be fixed for FBR
resistant gene(s) when selected for the correlated fungal disease, pink root [6]. Secondly, no
visible phenotypic effect would be realized if the genes under selection were outweighed
by a different set of genes with lower frequencies in the parent population [62], as indicated
by the large intrapopulation variance in the selected cultivar populations (Figure 4). A
complete understanding of the FBR resistance in onion is needed to compare FBR resistant
QTL [22] functionalities with approaches of genomics, transcriptomics, metabolomics, and
proteomics [59]. The cultivar populations from this study, which differed considerably in
their FBR resistance phenotypes, could be valuable material in that aspect. Furthermore,
due to the additive nature of FBR resistance, initial phenotypic recurrent selection could
facilitate marker-assisted selection by intensifying resistant alleles in the major loci [63].

5. Conclusions and Future Breeding

Seven short-day, Grano-type, New Mexican onion cultivars were evaluated after
multiple cycles of phenotypic recurrent selection using conidial inoculation to improve
FBR resistance in the mature bulb stage. Selected populations varied in their mature bulb
severity and incidence with a greater improvement occurring in the advanced selected
populations of four cultivars, which indicated an additive inheritance of the FBR resistance
genes. The seasonal environmental variations for FBR severity and incidence, and a
slower rate of disease progression, in the FBR resistant population’s basal plate indicated
partial or quantitative resistance against FBR. Conversely, cultivars with no improvement
for FBR resistance might indicate lower abundance or fixation of the desired alleles in
the parental population during their developmental process. Cultivar populations with
partial resistance developed in this study could be evaluated in multi-locational and
multi-seasonal field trials to validate their potential in short-day FBR resistant cultivar
development. Moreover, the most resistant cultivar breeding lines could be used to study
the mechanism(s) of FBR resistance and to facilitate marker-assisted selection.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/horticulturae7070168/s1, Table S1: the fixed effect ANOVA of FBR severity and incidence of
early maturing cultivars comprising the original, intermediate, and advanced selected populations
evaluated for four seasons; Table S2: the fixed effect ANOVA of FBR severity and incidence of
intermediate maturing cultivars comprising of the original, intermediate, and advanced selected
populations evaluated for four seasons; Table S3: the fixed effect ANOVA of FBR severity and
incidence of late maturing cultivars comprising the original, intermediate, and advanced selected
populations evaluated for four seasons; Figure S1: FBR incidence of the seven cultivars and two
checks, comprising the parental, or C0, populations with their first cycle of selected populations, C1,
C11, and C12, and second cycle of selected populations, C21 and C22, evaluated for four and two
seasons, respectively.
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